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In case you missed it: China to the
rescue?
Chinese growth surpasses expectations and everybody breathes a sigh
of relief, America's shrinking trade deficit, strong retail sales and falling
jobless claims create a sound platform for 1Q growth. Despite the
uncertainty in Brexit Britain, people are still spending. Even sentiment
in Germany seems to be improving. Is Goldilocks finally back?

In this bundle

FX | China
China GDP too good to be true?
China's GDP growth was better-than-expected in 1Q, matching the
growth of the previous quarter. How is this possible amid so much
trade uncertainty?…

United States
US trade deficit boosts growth outlook
The US trade balance improved in February thanks to US
companies cutting imports on assumption of a 1 January tariff
hike that failed to materialise. This…
By James Knightley

Eurozone: A cold spring
April PMIs - the first glimpse on second quarter activity, came out
weaker than expected. It looks as if eurozone growth is having
trouble shifting into…
By Peter Vanden Houte
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United Kingdom
UK spending splurge could have further to run
The latest surge in UK retail sales does sound a little too good to
be true, but either way, spending could continue to modestly
improve as Brexit…
By James Smith

Germany: First green shoots
Spotting turning points in the economy remains a very difficult
task. Today's ZEW index adds to tentative evidence that a gradual
rebound of the…
By Carsten Brzeski

Russia
Russia: thinking progressive taxation?
The Russian government is reportedly considering exempting
employees earning below the subsistence level from paying
income tax. This could ease some…
By Dmitry Dolgin

Canada
Canada’s housing market: Is it really all that bad?
The housing market is under pressure in Canada and coupled with
household debt problems, you can see why this factors into the
central bank's…
By James Knightley

Malaysia
Malaysia: What’s happening to the ringgit?
We believe the latest selloff in Malaysian government bonds and
the ringgit (MYR) is overdone. We maintain our end-2019 USD/MYR
forecast of 4.05

How will Indonesia’s elections results impact the
economy?
Growth in Indonesia has hovered about the 5% level since 2016
and going forward its trajectory will largely depend on who wins
the elections next week.…
By Nicholas Mapa
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Macedonia
North Macedonia elections: Heading into a run-off
The upcoming presidential elections are unlikely to see North
Macedonia change course in its approach towards Western
integration. The incumbent…
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Article | 17 April 2019 FX | China

China GDP too good to be true?
China's GDP growth was better-than-expected in 1Q, matching the
growth of the previous quarter. How is this possible amid so much
trade uncertainty?…

China coal

GDP surprised on the upside
China's GDP growth stood at 6.4% year-on-year in 1Q, the same as in 4Q. This was a surprise to the
market as the consensus forecast was 6.2% YoY, the same as ours.

6.4% China GDP growth
1Q19

Better than expected
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China GDP growth by components

Source: ING, CEIC

Retail sales and consumption is not the answer
The official statement claims that consumption was the main economic engine, contributing more
than 65% of the growth, which is just as expected. However, the contribution to GDP has fallen
from 79% in 4Q. 

Retail sales grew faster in 1Q, at 8.7% YoY. And while that's up from 8.2% in 4Q, it is lower than our
forecast of 8.9%. We usually use clothing sales as a proxy of the willingness to spend in China
because this is one area that consumers can cut back on, in addition to big ticket items like cars,
when confidence in the economy starts to slip. Clothing sales growth dropped to 6.6% from 7.4%. 

China retail sales by selected items

Source: ING, Bloomberg

Fixed asset investment growth edged up a bit and 5G is working
Investment growth was 6.3% YoY year-to-date, better than 6.1% in February. Most of this was
infrastructure related, including items related to metro line construction (aided by fiscal
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stimulus) and 5G telecommunication.

5G's infrastructure investment and service investments were reflected in high-tech production line
investment growth and high-tech service investment growth, at 11.4% and 19.3%, respectively,
faster than overall investment growth.

5G is something we have underestimated. We focused too much on the impact that fiscal stimulus
would have on investments and while we understood that 5G is a growth engine, we didn't realise
that it is already in the ground, up and running. This is a unique growth engine for China.

"5G is something we have underestimated. We focused too much
on the impact that fiscal stimulus would have on investments
and while we understood that 5G is a growth engine, we didn't
realise that it is already in the ground, up and running. This is a
unique growth engine for China."

Industrial production is the real surprise
Industrial production jumped to 8.5% YoY in March from 5.7% YoY in February. The jump was
exceptional, driven by both infrastructure projects and 5G production.

On infrastructure projects from fiscal stimulus, the production of cement grew 22.2% YoY in March,
a lot faster than 0.5% a month ago. Transportation equipment grew 13.6% in March compared
to 10.9% YoY in 1Q19.

On telecommunication production, growth was 10.2% YoY in March, a jump from 7.8% growth in
1Q19.

Source: ING, Bloomberg
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Revising forecasts on GDP growth
The impact of fiscal stimulus on infrastructure projects and 5G infrastructure production is the
real growth engine that's supported GDP growth in 1Q. And we think the trend could continue for
the rest of the year. The production of 5G infrastructure, and the downstream of 5G equipment,
should support both investment and industrial production. Retail sales and consumption could still
grow but perhaps only modestly, as ongoing uncertainty about a trade deal with the US caps
investment from export firms and their supply chains and limits wage growth.

From the positive production data, it is likely that industrial profits- which will be revealed near the
end of April- will increase in March. And with China's economic growth remaining strong, we expect
the government will have a stronger hand to play in trade negotiations.

Overall, we revise our GDP growth forecast in 2019 from 6.3% to 6.5%, which is the upper bound of
the government target. On a quarterly basis, the revised growth rates are 6.4%, 6.5% and 6.6% for
2Q, 3Q and 4Q, respectively.

"After the strong GDP report, further RRR cuts appear to be more
distant...the central bank will use open market operations more
frequently as it is a flexible tool to control liquidity. We also don't
rule out the central bank possibly absorbing liquidity from the
market in a gradual way if it sees credit growth as too fast."

The report card changes our view on monetary easing
Fiscal stimulus and telecommunication infrastructure have supported the economy. And as such,
the job market should remain stable overall. This has been the government's primary concern and
having achieved this, it can now shift its focus to other areas such as financial stability. The central
bank recently noted that the economy doesn't need a flood of liquidity after credit grew 40% YoY
in 1Q19.

Coupled with the strong GDP report, the central bank today replaced an expired CNY366.5 billion 1-
year liquidity with a CNY200.0 billion 1-year liquidity at 3.3% and a CNY160.0 billion 7-day liquidity
at 2.55%. This means that the central bank has shifted some of the 1-year liquidity to 7D liquidity,
and reflects the fact that the bank would like to be more flexible in liquidity management. By doing
so, it achieves the result of pushing the interest rate downward, which would also be the case if
there were a cut in the Reserve Requirement Ratio.

We previously forecast four RRR cuts in 2019. The first cut was implemented in January, and we
expected three more at the beginning of each quarter. But after today's strong GDP report, further
cuts appear to be more distant. The RRR is one of the most rigid liquidity management tools
because once it is reduced, the liquidity injection is long-lasting, and the central bank can only
absorb liquidity through open market operations or raise the RRR to unwind the impact. 

Our view is that the central bank will use open market operations more frequently as this is a
flexible tool to control liquidity. We also don't rule out the central bank possibly absorbing liquidity
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from the market in a gradual way if it sees credit growth as too fast, although this may only
happen if 2Q GPD maintains its current growth pace.

Yuan will be fairly stable
The yuan has been fairly stable against the dollar in 1Q, depreciating only 0.18%. It has fluctuated
in a narrow range of around 1.8%, following the ups and downs of the dollar index but not to the
same extent. This narrow trading range could remain in place even after a trade deal has
been reached. If there is disagreement on a possible deal, the central bank could demonstrate
China's political independence by depreciating the yuan slightly.  

In 2019, we think the USD/CNY will track the dollar index. Our forecast for the USD/CNY of 6.75 by
the end of the year essentially tracks the development of trade talks. But we need to closely
monitor the yuan's moves post-trade talks to determine if we need to revise up our yuan forecast
in 2Q and 3Q. As of now, the quarterly forecasts on USD/CNY and USD/CNH are 6.85 for 2Q19 and
3Q19. 
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Article | 17 April 2019 United States

US trade deficit boosts growth outlook
The US trade balance improved in February thanks to US companies
cutting imports on assumption of a 1 January tariff hike that failed to
materialise. This…

$49.4bn US trade deficit for February 2019

Better than expected

Trade boost for 1Q GDP
The US trade deficit narrowed to $49.4bn in February, the best reading since June 2018. This is
$1.752bn less than January, with imports growing just 0.2%MoM as exports increased 1.1%, led by
a 4.3% jump in auto exports. This comes after an $8.8bn decline in the US trade deficit in January
resulting primarily from a 3% MoM drop in imports.

We suspect there will be renewed deterioration in March, but with
inventory levels looking reasonably high we expect it to be
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modest

The US’ trade position had deteriorated sharply through the latter part of 2018, which we attribute
largely to US firms ramping up imports from China ahead of anticipated tariff increases from 1
January 2019. The tariffs were postponed in mid-December by President Trump, but businesses
could not have known that would happen and given the time it takes to ship products across the
Pacific, they had unsurprisingly ordered fewer imports for January and February.

We suspect there will be a renewed deterioration in March, but with inventory levels looking
reasonably high we expect it to be modest. In any case, this better than expected trade situation
creates a really good platform for 1Q GDP growth. The Atlanta Fed GDP Now model based on data
released up until last week points to 2.3% GDP growth for 1Q19, but today’s trade figures means
2.5% is looking achievable.

US monthly trade deficit (US$bn)

Source: Bloomberg, ING

But twin deficits to weigh on dollar
The improvements in the US trade balance in the first two months of the year suggest a decent
chance of a narrowing in the current account deficit that hit $138.4bn in 4Q18. As a proportion of
GDP, it could edge down to 2.2% of GDP in 1Q19 from 2.3%, which isn’t bad relative to recent
history. 

When combining the fiscal and the current account balances
together the 'twin deficit' issue is a clear headwind for the US
dollar

However, thanks to President Trump’s expansionary fiscal policy - through both aggressive tax cuts
and spending increases - the fiscal deficit is soon going to be up at 5%. When combining the fiscal
and the current account balances together the 'twin deficit' issue is a clear headwind for the US
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dollar. Europe has a large current account surplus and a far more modest fiscal deficit and in an
environment where both the Federal Reserve and the ECB are signaling little prospect of interest
rate rises.

Our FX team look for EUR/USD to hit 1.18 by year-end.

US & Eurozone current account deficits (% of GDP)

Source: Bloomberg, ING
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Snap | 18 April 2019

Eurozone: A cold spring
April PMIs - the first glimpse on second quarter activity, came out
weaker than expected. It looks as if eurozone growth is having trouble
shifting into…

Source: Shutterstock

The flash estimate for eurozone’s composite PMI indicator for April came in at 51.3, a decline from
51.6 in March and once again undershooting the consensus expectation of 51.8. The
Manufacturing PMI rose to 47.8, though this is still in contractionary territory. The service sector PMI
fell back to 52.5 from 53.3 in March.  New order growth picked up slightly, but new export orders
fell for the seventh straight month. Employment growth increased but remained among the lowest
since 2016. Although cost inflation was higher, partially driven by higher oil prices, average prices
charged for goods and services rose at the slowest rate in 20 months, a testimony of the current
lack of pricing power. No wonder consumer price inflation is still going nowhere.

Not all is bad
Since the second quarter of 2018, the eurozone economy has been persistently undershooting
expectations. Today’s figures continue this long string of underperformance. But we shouldn’t get
too pessimistic either. The recent upturn in China is a boon to Europe’s economy as it is much more
dependent on foreign demand than the US.
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The recovery is still in place, but at the same time we have to
acknowledge that the business cycle is already in an advanced
stage and that a growth pace of more than 0.3% quarter-on-
quarter is getting harder to realise

At the same time, central banks in major economies have become more dovish leading to easier
financing conditions and buoyant financial markets. But even then any upturn is likely to remain
muted. The Brexit story might still end in tears, while potential trade tensions with the US are
lurking around the corner. On top of that markets could start to focus again on the deterioration of
public finances in a number of member states, especially in Italy.

Rest assured: the recovery is still in place, but at the same time we have to acknowledge that the
business cycle is already in an advanced stage and that a growth pace of more than 0.3% quarter-
on-quarter is getting harder to realise. The second quarter already started on a bad footing, but we
are still comfortable with our forecast of 1.2% GDP growth for the whole of 2019.

ECB to buy time
Where does this leave the ECB? We think a big sigh of frustration was heard in Frankfurt
after the publication of the PMI figures today.

If economic data continue to disappoint, the ECB will be forced to think of additional
stimulus, a big U-turn after having stopped net asset purchases in January. However, the
ECB will likely try to buy time, giving the uncertainties surrounding the current growth
outlook. The terms of the new TLRTOs still have to be determined and we believe that the
ECB will wait as long as possible to do this, allowing it to decide on more favourable
conditions for the banks if the expected growth improvement should fail to materialise.
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Snap | 18 April 2019 United Kingdom

UK spending splurge could have further
to run
The latest surge in UK retail sales does sound a little too good to be
true, but either way, spending could continue to modestly improve as
Brexit…

Source: Shutterstock

Despite all the Brexit noise, the latest surge in UK retail sales indicates consumer spending
performed a little bit better during the first quarter – at least at face value. At 6.2% year on year,
retail sales excluding fuel are now growing at the fastest annual pace, since the end of 2016.

However, we think it’s worth treating these latest figures with a touch of caution. Easter falls later
this year, which might typically be associated with lower sales during March relative to other years.
Similar data from the British Retail Consortium also suggested that spending was more muted
during March, aside from some increased purchases related to Mother’s Day. The latest surge in
retail spending also comes at a time where consumer confidence is around the lowest it has been
since 2013.
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A gulf is opening up between better spending figures and
depressed consumer confidence

Source: ING

That said, we think consumer spending could continue to perform well in the near-term. The
latest Brexit extension to the end of October could see consumer confidence rise a little over
the next couple of months as some of the ‘no deal’ concerns temporarily dissipate. That,
combined with prospects of a sunny Easter trading period, makes for a better backdrop for
retailers as we head towards the summer.

This could see a bit of growth momentum return in the short-term, although we suspect
overall economic activity will continue to be restrained by the challenging investment
environment. With Brexit uncertainty set to return again as we move through the summer,
we think it is unlikely that the Bank of England will hike rates again this year.
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Snap | 16 April 2019

Germany: First green shoots
Spotting turning points in the economy remains a very difficult task.
Today's ZEW index adds to tentative evidence that a gradual rebound
of the…

The ZEW index, which measures investors’ confidence, increased for the sixth consecutive month,
to 3.1 in April, from -3.6 in March, entering the positive territory for the first time since March 2018.

However, the current assessment component continued the trend of the last few months and
recorded its seventh straight drop. German stock market’s gains of more than 5% during the
previous four weeks, a weakening of the trade-weighted exchange rate by more than 2.5% since
last summer as well as positive macro news from China have boosted financial analysts’ optimism
on the German economy.

All backed by the Fed’s and ECB’s u-turns towards an easing bias.

German economy still in mystery land
The German economy remains a mystery. Driven by a series of one-off factors, the German
industry was all of a sudden in a free fall in the second half of last year. A free fall, which had not
been predicted by any leading indicator. While the current situation in the industry is not as
disastrous as some data points suggest, as order books are still filled, the risk of a negative
sentiment loop or a cycle of fear has clearly increased.
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At the same time, however, the domestic part of the economy has remained stubbornly strong.
The decoupling of the services and manufacturing sectors illustrates the current dichotomy of the
German economy. The latter reflecting the global slowdown as well as increased global
uncertainty, while the former reflects the sound domestic fundamentals of the German economy.
In fact, this decoupling is not a new phenomenon, it already started in 2015. Since then, the
manufacturing sector has gone through a full cycle, while the service sector remained constantly
stable. Another interesting aspect of the current downswing of the German economy is the fact
that downturns normally follow on prior excesses. The German economy, however, did not show
any excesses that would require a cleansing correction. Consequently, the economy is currently
witnessing the slowdown which basically came from nowhere.

ZEW index points to tentative optimism
Looking ahead, the main question is whether the significant slowdown could disappear almost as
quickly as it came. The reversal of last year’s one-off factors, some encouraging recent evidence
from global activity as well as continued solid domestic fundamentals have again brightened the
outlook for the German economy.

The main question, however, remains if it happens, when will the rebound happen? Not an easy
question to answer. The first quarter might come in better than many expect. Judging from all
available data so far, retail sales, car sales, employment, exports and construction were all
stronger than in 4Q18. While Ifo and PMI have a much better track record in nowcasting German
growth, the ZEW index is the only indicator which – unfortunately not always - signals turning
points in the economy before they actually happen. Even though the ZEW index offers little clue
about the actual strength of any downturn or rebound, six consecutive increases send a strong
signal.

A strong ZEW index alone will not solve the current mystery of what the real strength of the
German economy actually is. In our view, however, it is another welcome green shoot. After
a long series of downward revisions of German growth prospects, it could be time for first
(tentative) upward revisions.
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Opinion | 15 April 2019 Russia

Russia: thinking progressive taxation?
The Russian government is reportedly considering exempting
employees earning below the subsistence level from paying income
tax. This could ease some…

Source: istock

According to media reports, the Russian government may soon start discussing changes to
household taxation, exempting employees with after-tax earnings below the subsistence level
from paying personal income tax. This is currently collected by the regional budgets from Russia's
entire 73 million employees at a uniform 13% rate. Official representatives of the presidential
administration have implied that such discussions, if any, are at very early stages, and it is too
soon to consider a shift from the uniform taxation regime as a base case scenario. Nevertheless,
we believe some preliminary comments on the potential impact of this reform on the Russian
macro picture are worth making.

13% of Russia's employees  (9.5 million out of 72.6 million) are earning below the subsistence
level. Our estimates are lower than the preliminary numbers quoted by the media (15%, 11 million
people, based on a top-down Russia average distribution of salaries and subsistence level) as we
use bottom-up regional statistics accounting for a wide range of subsistence levels (RUB9.1-22.1k)
among Russia's 85 regions and other independent administrative units.

The reform would favour less economically developed regions. The share of employees earning
below the subsistence level is above average in 53 regions and may reach 36% in extreme cases,
such as the North Caucasus republics, which also might have a higher share of grey income. The
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population of these republics and other regions lagging in economic development are set to be the
main beneficiaries of the reform, should it take place. The below average share of 'poor employees'
present in the remaining 32 regions, which include the largest cities, oil-producing regions, and the
Far East, with the lowest share recorded at just 1%. These regions can be considered more
economically advanced and are unlikely to be materially affected by the reform.

The overall direct financial effect of the reform would be RUB150 billion per annum, or just 0.3%
of households' personal income, or 0.4% of the consolidated budget revenues, assuming
no artificial lowering of the officially reported pre-tax salaries by the employers to stay within the
official subsistence level. As can be seen, the outright macro implication of the tax reform
is minuscule, but it would create a number of risks related to regional administration of official
subsistence levels and potential tax evasion. We see this as the main argument against the
implementation of the reform in its current configuration. 

Potential impact of exempting income tax for employees
earning below subsistence level (assuming no tax evasion) per
region

Source: State Statistics Service, Finance Ministry, ING

Supporting household income through budget spending is a more plausible scenario. We take
this tax proposal as a way to address the weakening of consumption growth and some pressure on
the popular support evident since 2018 following the increase in the retirement age and the VAT
hike. However, the total direct taxation of households is around 4% of GDP (including total personal
income tax collection of 3.5% of GDP), which is low by global standards and suggests little room for
reduction. At the same time, state expenditures are a more likely tool that could be used to
support households. As a reminder, earlier this year the president announced a list of targeted
social measures, costing an additional RUB100-120 billion per year, supporting the overall trend of
the growing dependence of household income on the budget policy. We do not exclude that
additional spending packages could be announced going forward in case of continued pressure on
income growth and popular savings support. Given the current stronger budget execution (RUB550
billion surplus in 1Q19 vs. RUB350 billion consensus, National Wealth Fund set to hit 7% GDP this
year, budget breakeven at a 10-year low of US$50/barrel) the Finance Ministry is likely to see
increased external pressure to ease budget policy in the coming years.
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https://think.ing.com/snaps/russia-president-vladimir-putin-state-of-the-nation-address/

Social focus of the Russian budget spending

Source: State Statistics Service, Finance Ministry, ING
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Article | 9 April 2019 Canada

Canada’s housing market: Is it really all
that bad?
The housing market is under pressure in Canada and coupled with
household debt problems, you can see why this factors into the
central bank's…

Source: Shutterstock

Higher interest rates and tighter mortgage rules have been feeding their way into the housing
market and will continue to do so for a while. This has inevitably taken the steam off things and is
arguably one of the main reasons the Bank of Canada (BoC) is happy to prolong its pause.

Three reasons why household finances are undergoing a tricky
period

Homeowners are watching the value of, typically, their largest asset plateau – or even drop.1.
It's also possible that some homeowners would like to sell their homes if they're at the risk
of entering negative equity territory.
Mortgage repayment costs are creeping up as interest rates edge higher, and the fact that a2.
lot of Canadian households are running high levels of debt isn't great news.
Nevertheless, it isn’t an easy selling environment. Not only is it harder for prospective buyers3.
to get a mortgage, but finding affordable homes is still an issue.
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These factors don’t bode well for housing demand.

Home sale figures support view it’s becoming difficult to sell
your home
Canada’s real estate association (CREA) recently reported home sales sunk 9.1% month on month
in February and hit the lowest level since November 2012. Although the colder climate might have
suppressed the figure, it's unclear if the broad-based slowdown is solely a weather story.

Monthly decline was the largest since new mortgage
regulations were introduced

Source: CREA

New mortgage regulations likely to hurt already vulnerable
areas
Canada’s new mortgage regulations were introduced in January 2018. In short, the new rules have
made it tougher for those with ‘fragile finances’ to obtain a mortgage and (as a secondary effect)
prompted a slowdown in the housing market.

The 2014 oil price shock took a lot of momentum out of Alberta’s housing market and, coupled
with the below-par trajectory for the energy sector; you can argue the implementation of a stress
test will only make matters worse. Data collected last year confirmed this, where provincial sales
reached the lowest level since 2010.

But there are some positives
GDP growth in January not only came as an upside surprise (+0.3% MoM) but also offered some
upbeat news for real estate. As reported by Statistics Canada, the construction sector grew for the
first time in eight months - with residential construction posting its second consecutive monthly
gain. Now, although the sector tends to be quite volatile, as we wrote earlier in our GDP preview,
the recovery in building permits provides us with some reassurance when it comes to investment
in the housing market going forward.

Moreover, in the recently announced federal 2019 budget, first-time buyers were amongst the

https://think.ing.com/%7Bpage_5428%7D
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winners. The government has created an incentive for individuals to jump onto the property ladder
by offering to absorb part of the associated costs, namely an $885 million investment over five
years. However, this won’t come into effect until autumn. 

As a result, home buyers might be tempted to delay their decisions, meaning, until then, our view
on what’s happening in the market will be clouded. This reinforces our previous argument that - if
the BoC opts to hike in 2019 - it wouldn’t arrive until the fourth quarter as the housing market is
likely to appear weaker-than-expected in the near-term.

To follow, or not to follow (the Federal Reserve)?
A more unwelcome start to 2019 was Canada’s percentage of household debt to income
standing at 176.3%, which is the highest it has been since 1990. Given that - when the next
downturn in the economy arrives - the persistence and depth of household debt levels will
only enhance an already difficult environment, and remains a key vulnerability to the health
of the economy.

The persistence and depth of household debt levels remains
a key vulnerability to the health of the economy

It seems that, for now, policymakers are happy to sit back to see how the global trade
backdrop, oil prices and household activity all evolve. And with the Fed firmly in the dovish
territory, it’s possible that this could sway the central bank to follow suit and prolong its
pause further.
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Article | 18 April 2019 Malaysia

Malaysia: What’s happening to the
ringgit?
We believe the latest selloff in Malaysian government bonds and the
ringgit (MYR) is overdone. We maintain our end-2019 USD/MYR
forecast of 4.05

What lies behind the latest market sell-off?
The downward pressure on Malaysian government bonds and the currency since mid-March
intensified this week after a warning on Monday by FTSE Russell of the possible exclusion of
Malaysian government debt from its World Government Bond Index. The index provider cited
worries about market liquidity. This came on the heels of an announcement by Norway's sovereign
wealth fund that it would cut its holdings of Malaysian and broader emerging market debt from its
portfolio.

The 10-year bond yield is up seven basis points this week and the MYR has depreciated 0.9% on
fears of foreigners potentially dumping most of their holdings of Malaysian government bonds.
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10-year bond yield vs. USD/MYR rate

Source: Bloomberg, ING

Falling foreign holdings of Malaysian debt
Based on figures from the central bank (Bank Negara Malaysia), foreigners have been steadily
reducing their investments in Malaysian government debt in recent years.

As of end-2018, they owned $35 billion worth of MYR-denominated government securities or about
20% of total outstanding MYR–denominated government debt. This share has fallen from 29% in
2016.

Foreign holding of Malaysian government securities

Source: CEIC, ING

Selloff looks to be overdone
Nothing has changed in Malaysia’s economic fundamentals to warrant such a sudden shift
in investor sentiment.

Growth continues to be softer, in keeping with a broader global trend. The economy posted
negative inflation in recent months (-0.7% year-on-year in January and -0.4% in February), thus
paving the way for a BNM policy easing. The BNM has recently signalled continued policy
accommodation. We believe a rate cut is more likely than not at the next meeting on 7 May. As
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such, the current economic trends have been government bond-friendly, even as weak public
finances and a high level of public sector debt remain a long-term negative.

As for the currency, Malaysia’s external payment position remains sound, with a current account
surplus at 2-3% of GDP sustaining the MYR's appreciation. This is further supported by the
currency's prevailing undervaluation on a real effective basis. Among other things, a softer US
dollar environment and rising global oil prices also help.

Such a backdrop leads us to a view that the current sell-off in both government bonds and the
currency is overdone. We maintain our view of the USD/MYR trading to 4.05 by end-2018 (spot
4.15).

Speculators beware
Prime Minister Mahathir Mohamad, well-known for his erstwhile policy of capital controls, has
wasted no time in warning the speculators. 

Malaysia cannot allow the market and ringgit to decline and
depreciate further due to attacks by currency speculators. - Dr.
Mahathir

Earlier this week, local media quoted him saying, “Malaysia cannot allow the market and ringgit to
decline and depreciate further due to attacks by currency speculators” and “If we are not careful,
an economic crisis can recur”. We view Mahathir’s warning as mere verbal intervention, nothing
heralding another round of capital controls or the fixed exchange rate regime under him. He has
downplayed such a risk after assuming power a year ago.

For our full country report please see here.

https://think.ing.com/articles/malaysia-nothing-worrisome-about-medium-term-economic-outlook/?utm_campaign=April-04_malaysia-nothing-worrisome-about-medium-term-economic-outlook
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Article | 11 April 2019

How will Indonesia’s elections results
impact the economy?
Growth in Indonesia has hovered about the 5% level since 2016 and
going forward its trajectory will largely depend on who wins the
elections next week.…

Indonesian President Joko Widodo on the election campaign

Take two: Jokowi vs Prabowo (again in 2019)
Indonesia will hold elections next week with incumbent President Joko Widodo, also known
as Jokowi widely expected to secure a second five-year term. Latest polls show Jokowi
leading his second-time challenger, the former general and now businessman, Prabowo
Subianto, who Jokowi defeated in the previous election. 

Here’s a quick look at what we can expect from each candidate in terms of their economic
policies.   

Jokowi to push investment with an eye on globalisation
President Jokowi’s economic platform rests on his push to improve the economy through
investments in infrastructure in a bid to gain global competitiveness and lower Indonesia’s reliance
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on minerals and other resources exports. Jokowi hopes for Indonesia to move up higher-value-
added ventures to help provide jobs through high technology industrialisation. 

However, his push for investments and infrastructure has resulted in both current account and
fiscal deficits. The president has defended the 'twin deficits', saying investments would eventually
boost growth and help the economy reverse these deficits down the line. His push for investments
has also contributed to Indonesia's strengthening ties with China. 

Athough we can't see any near-term respite from the twin-deficit
problem, the long-term prospects for Indonesia remain positive. A
greater emphasis on infrastructure, health and education
investment should help wean itself off lower-value added exports
and evolve into a more dynamic economy     

At the same time, Jokowi has chosen to boost imports of basic foodstuffs to help stabilise prices - a
move that seems to have worked in keeping domestic price growth in check, and inflation at the
lower end of the central bank's 2.5 - 4.5% target range. Meanwhile, in response to his challenger’s
bid to lower corporate and personal taxes, he's also pledged to look into cutting taxes further,
given that over the course of his term, he's effectively given tax breaks to lower income
households.

If Jokowi is elected to a second term, we are likely to see the country push on with his
infrastructure and investment plans. Inflation is likely to remain in check given Jokowi’s program to
import basic foodstuffs, but wider current account and fiscal deficits will remain the key overhangs
on the Indonesian rupiah (IDR). Besides existing import curbs to rein in the current deficit, including
consideration of increasing the biodiesel blend in local fuel, any future dip in global oil prices may
help the government cut back on fuel subsidies. 

Although there is unlikely to be any near-term respite from the twin-deficit problem, the long-term
prospects for the economy remain positive. A greater emphasis on infrastructure, health and
education investment will all help Indonesia wean itself off dependence on lower-value added
exports and evolve into a more dynamic economy.     

Prabowo wants to take Indonesia back to its core strengths
The challenger Prabowo is making an aggressive bid to lower both corporate and income tax as he
criticises the president's push outwards. If he manages to deliver this, it will boost the
consumer's purchasing power and help the economy become more competitive and an attractive
destination for foreign investment. Although lowering taxes are seen to bloat the country’s deficit,
Prabowo vows to boost the efficiency of the tax collecting machinery and achieve more revenue
via consumption taxes.

With less than a week to go before Indonesians head to the polls,
Jokowi remains comfortably in the lead, but we've seen our fair
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share of election surprises in recent years

Unlike Jokowi's globalisation drive, Prabowo seems to preach a return to Indonesia’s core domestic
strengths sourcing both food and energy domestically. This is why he's been critical of Jokowi’s
foods and oil importing policy to keep inflation low. Prabowo is encouraging a push inwards by
helping local farmers via subsidies, while also planning to secure renewable energy via Indonesia's
vast forest lands. Prabowo has also criticised his competitor's infrastructure drive because of the
pressure it exerts on deficits, as well as publically denouncing ties with China. 

However, it remains unclear, how Prabowo hopes to achieve industrialisation without pushing for
investments, which may result in lower deficits but also slower growth. He may currently trail in
the surveys leading up to the polls, but we won't rule out a surprise victory.

With less than a week to go before Indonesians head to the polls, Jokowi remains
comfortably in the lead, but we've seen our fair share of election surprises in recent years. 

Although the candidates are similar in their drive for industrialisation, increasing or
preserving purchasing power and job creation, the two differ in their approach to these
goals. The economy will continue to chug along at the current 5% handle, and we'll have to
see who the people choose to get the economy jump-started through reforms.  

Read our country profile on Indonesia and why reforms are needed for lift-off
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Article | 16 April 2019 Macedonia

North Macedonia elections: Heading into
a run-off
The upcoming presidential elections are unlikely to see North
Macedonia change course in its approach towards Western
integration. The incumbent…

Source: Shutterstock

Presidential candidate of the ruling Social Democrats, Stevo Pendarovski (C) greets
his supporters on a party convention in Skopje, North Macedonia

The successful passing of the name change deal in Skopje and Athens in January has been game-
changing for the small country in the Balkans. Since then, North Macedonia is in the midst of the
NATO ratification process and expected to start EU accession talks in the second half of 2019. We
believe near-term obstacles are manageable although eventual EU membership remains distant
with Montenegro and Serbia (which have already started accession talks) only expected to join by
2025.

Presidential elections due on 21 April are the first since the country has changed its name. Despite
the mostly ceremonial role of the president, it's important for the leading coalition to prove that it
still enjoys popular support.

The candidate backed by the government coalition parties (social democrats SDSM and ethnic
Albanians DUI) is credited with a slight advance in the opinion polls, which is why a second round is
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quite likely. The social democrats are expected to secure the presidency after the run-off, but it
depends a lot on the turnout of ethnic Albanians which is expected to be lower than Macedonians.
Needless to say, opinion polls have recently displayed modest predictive power. There is also
the material risk that the minimum turnout of 40% for the elections to be validated isn't reached.
Run-off is scheduled in two weeks’ time around 5 May. 

Heading into run-off

Source: IPIS, M-Prospect

Regardless of the election outcome, we see no obstacle to NATO membership and negotiation on
EU accession processes. The government program for 2019-2020 sees some fiscal consolidation
ahead with the budget deficit reaching -2.0% of GDP by 2021 from -2.5% target for 2019. As the
economy is expected to run below its potential, the structural deficit is seen rising further. Provided
that growth accelerates, government debt as a percentage of GDP is likely marking its top in 2019.

Slower fiscal consolidation ahead

Source: MinFin, SSO

https://www.finance.gov.mk/files/ERP_MKD_2019_EN.pdf
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Rating factors that could lead do an upgrade or downgrade

Source: S&P, Fitch, ING
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